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Abstract—In this work an all-digital phase detector for a frac-
tional- PLL is proposed and demonstrated. The phase detector
consists of a single flip-flop, which acts as an oversampled 1 bit
phase quantizer. A digital sampling scheme that enables FSK
modulation rates much larger than the loop bandwidth is demon-
strated, without compromising on the frequency accuracy of the
output signal. A prototype 2.2 GHz fractional- synthesizer
incorporating the digital phase detector and sampling scheme is
presented as a proof of concept. Although the loop bandwidth is
only 142 kHz, an FSK modulation rate of 927.5 kbs is achieved.
The 0.7 mm� prototype is implemented in 0.13 m CMOS con-
sumes 14 mW from a 1.4 V supply.

Index Terms—ADC, DAC, delta-sigma, fractional-PLL (FPLL),
fractional- , FSK, phase minimization loop, phase-locked loop
(PLL), PML, synthesizer.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE fractional- frequency synthesizer is a key building
block of wireless systems as it can both generate a high

frequency signal with a well defined frequency and modulate
that signal [1], [2]. An introduction to the use of modu-
lator in frequency synthesis can be found in [3], and a block
diagram of a conventional fractional- synthesizer is shown
in Fig. 1. The popularity of this architecture is derived from its
ability to do much of the signal processing required for control
of the output frequency in the digital domain. Nevertheless,
this architecture still relies on a significant amount of analog
circuitry. The design of analog circuits in the deep submicron
(DSM) age is challenging, and can often lead to excessive
power dissipation, increased sensitivity to substrate/power
supply noise, and to sensitivity to process variation which can
compromise performance or yield. Many of these problems
are evident in fractional-PLL (FPLL) design. Charge pumps
require good matching between currents of opposite polarity.
Low loop-time-constants are typically required, so the loop
filter must be implemented using large area capacitors or ex-
pensive off chip components. Furthermore, these blocks do not
take advantage of the major strength of DSM processes, which
is the ability to build fast, complex, low-power digital signal
processing circuits.

Another challenge associated with the FPLL architecture, is
the difficulty of achieving high-speed modulation of the RF
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Fig. 1. Conventional fractional-� synthesizer.

output signal. The modulator used to control the divider in-
jects high-pass-shaped quantization noise into the loop, but the
PLL itself has a low bandwidth, which naturally rejects the high
frequency portion of the noise. However, the average di-
vide ratio should be modulated at a rate less than the PLL band-
width, otherwise the modulation signal is filtered by the PLL’s
low-pass characteristic. On the other hand, if the PLL bandwidth
is widened to accommodate faster modulation, any reference
jitter and/or quantization noise undergoes less filtering, de-
grading the phase noise of the output signal.

Several techniques have been proposed to overcome these
shortcomings; however many of these have limitations. In
pre-emphasis, the frequency control signal is passed through
a transfer function that is the inverse of the PLL’s, in order to
compensate for the effects of the PLL filtering. This technique
can compensate for the limited loop bandwidth [4] but requires
knowledge of the loop’s frequency response. Another method
is two-point modulation, where in addition to modifying the
divide ratio, a modulation signal is added directly at the input
of the VCO [5]. However, unless the value of the injected
signal exactly corresponds to the VCO gain, the frequency
step size is incorrect, although the loop will eventually settle
to the correct frequency. Least mean square (LMS) based gain
calibration techniques show promise, these can also have slow
associated time constants [6]. In [7], the VCO control path is
cleverly split into two: a common mode path for the VCO, and
a differential mode path for the LMS algorithm. This allows the
LMS speed to be set independently of PLL bandwidth. LMS
based schemes have also been successfully used in TDC based
all digital PLLs [8].

In this paper we propose and demonstrate techniques which
address two limitations of the FPLL modulator architecture; the
reliance on analog circuitry in deep-submicron technology, and
the trade off between low loop bandwidth for good noise re-
jection, and high loop bandwidth for fast modulation rates [9].
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Section II introduces an all-digital phase detector, which relies
on a single flip-flop for phase quantization. Section III intro-
duces a simple digital dual-modulation scheme that alleviates
the tradeoff between loop bandwidth and switching speed, for
FSK modulation schemes. Section IV discusses additional im-
plementation details, and finally Section V discusses measured
results and conclusions.

II. DIGITAL PHASE DETECTOR

An FPLL system can be considered to be a type of dig-
ital-to-analog or more specifically a digital-to-frequency
converter, with the phase of the input clock acting as the ref-
erence, the frequency of the input clock corresponding to the
sampling rate, the divider control corresponding to the digital
input, and finally the frequency of the RF signal corresponds
to the output. It should come as no surprise that many of the
challenges associated with building these systems in deep sub
micron (DSM) processes are similar to the challenges associ-
ated with ADC/DAC design. In this work we employ converter
design techniques in order overcome some of these limitations.

A block diagram of a conventional fractional- synthe-
sizer can be seen in Fig. 1. The information extracted by
the phase detector is inherently analog in nature, since the
phase information is not synchronized to either the reference
clock or the divided down VCO clock, and is not quantized.
Although conventional XOR and tristate phase detectors uti-
lize digital building blocks, a charge pump and filter are still
required to extract useful phase-difference information. In [11]
a time-to-digital converter (TDC) uses multiple flip-flops and
unit delays (in practice inverters) to quantize the time difference
between the edges of the reference clock and feedback clock.
With this approach, resolution and linearity are dependant on
the speed and matching of the unit delay elements, and hence
inherently process dependant.

If a conventional TDC is analogous to a flash ADC, with
the unit delays setting the quantization steps, then the proposed
phase detector is analogous to an oversampling ADC, with over-
sampling and a phase integration loop used to improve the per-
formance of a coarse single-bit phase quantizer. To achieve this
we utilize a unique property of a fractional- PLL, that is the
ability to control the frequency of the signal coming from the
programmable divider by changing the divide ratio.

The proposed phase detection technique uses a single flip-flop
as a phase comparator, while an additional negative feedback
loop around the programmable divider keeps the phases of the
two clocks aligned to within a single quantization step. On the
rising edge of the reference clock, the flip-flop samples the di-
vided-down VCO signal, determining whether the divided clock
is ahead or behind the reference clock. In this way, the flip-flop
effectively acts as a one-bit phase quantizer. In Fig. 2 a single
flip-flop is used to quantize the phase difference, , between
the reference clock and the divided down VCO clock. The quan-
tization noise of the controlled divider is added to the di-
vided down VCO clock and this acts as dither for the phase
quantizer. If this dither were absent, and for example if is
positive, then the output of the flip-flip (quantizer) would al-
ways be one, irrespective of the magnitude of phase difference
between the divided down clock and reference clock. In the

Fig. 2. Using a flip-flop as a phase quantizer.

Fig. 3. New phase detector configuration with the phase minimization loop
(PML).

presence of the dither, the output of the flip-flop is sometimes
one and sometimes zero. Similar to an oversampled ADC, the
low-pass-filtered output of the flip-flop is proportional to .
An approximately linear relationship is achieved if the phase
difference can be kept small relative to magnitude of dither.

Single bit quantized phase detectors can also be found in
Bang-Bang PLLs. In a Bang-Bang PLL the output signal typ-
ically goes directly to the phase detector (or through a static di-
vider), hence the phase of the PLL output or PLL input signal
must change if the output of the phase quantizer is to change
[10]. Therefore in a Bang-Bang PLL, the phase quantizer can
only provide information on the polarity of any phase difference
between the system input and output. In contrast, in this work
the VCO output passes through a controlled programmable
divider before it reaches the phase-detector. This means that by
changing the divide value, the phase quantizer is exercised in
the absence of any change in excess phase of the VCO output.
The also provide dither to the phase quantizer, an important
requirement for any oversampled quantizer.

An additional inner feedback loop, seen in Fig. 3, is intro-
duced to keep the phase difference between the two clocks
small, i.e., minimizing . For this reason the new loop is
called the phase minimization loop (PML). This phase feed-
back scheme might be recognized as being similar in form to
a delta modulator, a commonly used ADC/DAC architecture.
In a delta modulator the forward path consists of a quantizer,
and the feedback path includes an integrator. (In this work the
integration occurs because phase information is fedback to the
frequency control of the divider.) The integrator keeps the phase
difference at the input of the quantizer small. Although the
overall PLL keeps the average of at zero, the instantaneous
value of is a function of the bandwidth of the PLL, which
cannot be set arbitrarily large. The bandwidth of the inner loop,
however, can be set to be larger than that of the overall PLL,
hence can do a better job keeping the two clocks in close phase
alignment. This is necessary in order for the phase detector
to behave in an approximately linear fashion. If the phase
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Fig. 4. Small-signal model of the divider.

deviation, , is too large then the quantizer output becomes
stuck at 1 or , and the dither will not have the desired effect.
The one-bit output of the flip-flop is passed through a linear
scaling block , so that the output of the quantizer is .

is used to set the quantizer step size. A similar technique
is presented as part of a frequency discriminator1 in [13], which
can be used as an RF demodulator or as part of a Fractional-
PLL [14], [15]2, in which the quantized phase signal is fed
directly back to the divider control, and there is no in the
feedback path.

The only pseudo-analog component is the decision making
flip-flop, while everything else is synchronous digital circuitry.
The flip-flop should be treated in a similar fashion to a com-
parator in an ADC, as its set-up and hold times are not neces-
sarily respected, as would be the case in a truly digital system.
Therefore attention must be paid to meta-stability, gain, and
other characteristics as for a comparator in an ADC. Some tech-
niques to build a suitable flip-flop are discussed in [11]. How-
ever, for our design a flip-flop from a standard cell library is
adequate. This digital approach does not rely on component
matching or on any process dependant parameters such as in-
verter delays.

From a phase perspective, the PML incorporates an integrator
in its feedback path. This is because the quantized phase infor-
mation is fed back to the frequency control of the divider. As
phase is the integral of frequency, this implies the presence of
an integrator in the phase domain. Referring again to Fig. 3, the
presence of this integrator changes nature of the transfer func-
tion from the VCO output ( ) to the output of the quanti-
zation flip-flop, and also changes the transfer function from the
modulator input to the output of the flip-flop. A small-signal
phase-domain model of the divider is shown in Fig. 4, the deriva-
tion of which is discussed in [12]. The phase transfer func-
tion from the VCO output to the output of the flip-flop is now
high-pass instead of all-pass, because of the integrator in the
feedback path. As shown in Fig. 3, a digital integrator placed
at the output of the quantizer compensates for the change in
transfer function that the PML has caused.

Fig. 5 shows an overview of the architecture with the pro-
posed phase detector configuration. The output of the integrator
goes to a DAC, which drives the analog control of the VCO, so
as to complete the loop. is a digital gain that modifies the

1In this work Phase Minimization Loop is preferred to Frequency Discrimi-
nator, as the feedback is used to minimize the phase difference at the input of
the quantizer.

2Also [13]–[15] include analog integrators with charge pumps in order to im-
plement higher order noise shaping of the frequency error, a step that has been
avoided in this work in order to maximize the digital nature of the system.

Fig. 5. Overall architecture for proposed FPLL.

bandwidth of the outer loop, while gain block modifies the
bandwidth of the inner loop.

A. Small-Signal Model

A small-signal model of the overall system is required in
order to calculate the loop dynamics, and to predict the phase
noise at the output. The overall approach for calculating phase
noise is based on [12]. The general strategy is to begin with a
linear model for each of the components. Using this, the closed-
loop transfer function for the overall loop , is calculated.
Next, the transfer function between each noise source and the
PLL output is calculated using . In this way the phase noise
at the output can be calculated in a straightforward manner. This
is a linear analysis, and nonlinear effects within the loop are not
considered.

The overall small-signal model for the system is shown in
Fig. 6. The loops are labeled and . The
term models an RC filter at the output of the DACs which
filters the DAC’s quantization noise. The overall model
contains a mixture of discrete and continuous-time transfer
functions and noise sources. The term is a fitting pa-
rameter that models the phase detector gain, as measured in
simulation experiments. is the nominal division ratio,

is the VCO gain, and , are digital constants.
The noise sources which are shown here are the phase detector
quantizer noise ( ), the DAC noise ( ),
the VCO phase noise ( ), and the divider noise
( ). In Fig. 6, sampling is denoted by the transfer
function, while the DAC is represented by the block. This is
because of the frequency domain relationship between a con-
tinuous time signal and its sampled equivalent, as described by

. Deriving the loop transfer
functions and the noise at the output involves approximating
discrete noise sources as continuous ones, in a similar way to
[12]. The analog transfer function for the PML is expressed in
(1), where is the open-loop gain:

(1)

If the digital integrators are approximated as continuous time
integrators of value then the open-loop gain can be
given by

(2)
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Fig. 6. Small-signal phase domain model will noise sources.

Fig. 7. (a) Simplified model for inner loop. (b) Simplified model for both loops.

Similarly, for the output loop, , the closed-loop and
open-loop responses are given in (3) and (4), respectively:

(3)

(4)

If the higher order poles, , are ignored, then we can
combine (1),(2),(3) and (4) to give the overall closed-loop re-
sponse (5):

(5)
We note that this is an all pole system; there are no zeros.

(Dual loop architectures have also been used in fiber optic com-
munication PLLs to implement transfer function with no zeros
[16].)

In Fig. 7(a) the loop is redrawn with the inner loop, ,
replaced with its equivalent transfer function. Here the only in-
puts considered are the reference, the frequency control word
and noise. In Fig. 7(b) the outer loop, , is also re-
placed. From this it is straightforward to deduce the transfer
functions from input to output. The relationship between the
reference phase and output phase is given in (6). ( is first
multiplied by , to convert it to an approximate equivalent con-
tinuous time source.)

(6)

Fig. 8. Plot of measured and calculated noise sources.

In a similar manner, the transfer function for all of the noise
sources can be calculated. The various noise sources, and the
total calculated noise, and measured noise are plotted in Fig. 8.
For low and very high frequencies the phase noise is dominated
by the VCO noise, while for frequencies close to the loop band-
width (142 kHz) the phase detector quantization noise (PD noise
in Fig. 8) is significant. The poor VCO phase noise performance
is due in part to the low quality factor of available integrated in-
ductors on this process. The divider noise does not make a
significant contribution to the output phase noise. This is be-
cause the reference clock used is large in comparison to the
loop bandwidth, and hence most of the quantization noise
is shaped to outside of the PLL loop bandwidth.

Both of the two PLL loops contain a single net integrator, and
therefore each loop is a Type 1 loop. This may seem surprising
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Fig. 9. (a) Simplified PLL. Input to VCO is analogous to the output frequency.
(b) Plot of required output versus actual output.

considering that the small-signal diagram of Fig. 6 appears to
incorporate two integrators in the outer loop ( ); the VCO
and the digital integrator at the output of the phase quantizer.
However as already mentioned, the digital integrator cancels the
zero introduced by the PML, leaving a net single DC pole.

III. SAMPLING SCHEME

The wide fractional- PLL loop-bandwidth required for
high-speed modulation, conflicts with the low loop bandwidth
favored for suppression of noise, phase detector noise,
and reference jitter. In this section, a new technique which
breaks the link between loop-bandwidth and the modulation
rate for frequency-shift-keying schemes is presented. In a
standard FPLL, the output frequency is modified by changing
the division ratio control, eventually leading to a change in the
VCO control voltage. If the exact VCO gain were known, then
in addition to changing the division ratio control, a signal could
be injected directly into the input of the VCO, as in two point
modulation. In the proposed scheme, knowledge of the exact
VCO gain is not required. Instead, using some simple signal
processing, the required step size at the input of VCO is learned
from previous changes in VCO control in response to changes
in the modulator input.3

Consider the case where the loop is to switch between two
output different frequencies, and , such as for 2-FSK, and
assume that the loop frequency is initially settled at the average
of and . If the bandwidth of the loop is not large enough
in a standard FPLL then the frequency never settles correctly
to or [Fig. 9(b)]. In Fig. 9(a) a simplified version of the
PLL is shown. The input to the VCO can be considered to be
analogous to the frequency of the output signal, and it follows
that if the output frequency is to switch instantaneously then
the input to VCO must also switch instantaneously. In the pro-
posed scheme at the end of each data-bit period the digital value
that determines the VCO input is sampled. When switching be-
tween the two desired frequencies, and , the most recently
sampled values are subtracted from each other. The result of this
subtraction [“Delta” in Fig. 10(a)] is added to the VCO control

3In summary, this is a form of two point modulation with a simple calibration
scheme.

Fig. 10. (a) PLL with Delta added. (b) Simulation VCO input.

Fig. 11. Details of the sampling scheme.

for frequency , to give an initial digital VCO control value for
frequency . As the required frequency continues to switch be-
tween frequencies and , then the sampled value of Delta
converges on the correct VCO input difference for the required
frequencies and . In other words, the sampling scheme iter-
atively learns the required step size Delta. Fig. 10(b) shows the
output frequency, using the sampling scheme. As can be seen,
after a few iterations Delta reaches the correct step size, and the
frequency is able to switch instantaneously. The loop bandwidth
determines how quickly Delta reaches its final value, but does
not affect the switching frequency. This does not presuppose
any knowledge of the analog characteristics of the loop, aside
from monotonic behavior. For example if the VCO gain were
to change due supply or temperature changes then the value of
Delta would be quickly updated. This scheme does not update
every reference period; Delta is only updated on the edges of
the data to be transmitted. A disadvantage of this approach is
its lack of generality; that is it can only be used for modulation
schemes which are limited to a small set of discrete frequencies,
such as unfiltered 2-FSK.

A more detailed block diagram of the sampling scheme is
shown in Fig. 11. The control path for the VCO is split into two
paths, one path for each of the two frequencies and . Each
path contains a DAC, the output of which goes to an analog
multiplexer. The two DAC control signals are sampled when
the transmission data transitions from zero to one and from one
to zero, which corresponds to the switching instants from fre-
quency to and from frequency to , respectively. The
difference, Delta, is then added to the signal from the phase
detector. Multiplexing between the two DACs is done in the
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Fig. 12. Complete architecture.

analog domain after the reconstruction filters. The filters con-
tain two higher order RC poles to filter the DAC noise. As
the input to the VCO is required to change instantaneously, the
multiplexer must be placed after these poles.

The complete architecture including the digital phase de-
tector and the new sampling scheme is shown in Fig. 12. The
frequency switching method allows fast frequency modulation
within a low loop bandwidth, as the frequency switching is
not limited by the bandwidth of the loop, provided that the
loop needs only to switch between a small number of discrete
frequencies. This also demonstrates the usefulness of having all
the relevant signals in the digital domain. An analog equivalent
of the above scheme is possible in principle, however imple-
menting the samplers, adders and subtractors as analog circuits
would introduce debilitating additional complexity.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

A reference clock of 185.5 MHz is used, with a nominal
output frequency 2.24 GHz, which corresponds to a nominal
division ratio of . was set to 0.01, and
the loop gain ( ) is set at 0.025, resulting in a loop band-
width of 142 kHz. The PML loop has an estimated bandwidth
of 1.2 MHz. The VCO analog gain is 25 MHz/V, and an addi-
tional 500 MHz tuning range is achieved using digital switches
which add or remove VCO capacitance. From simulation ex-
periments, the acquisition range was determined to be approx-
imately 150 MHz, which is significantly larger that the VCO
tuning range, and so no additional acquisition aids were imple-
mented. The analog tuning range is deliberately made small in
order to prevent DAC quantization noise from excessively con-
tributing to the output phase noise. A relatively high reference
frequency is required, so that the phase quantizer is adequately
oversampled. Each doubling of the oversampling rate leads to a
3 dB reduction in in-band quantization noise.

In order to convert from the digital to the analog domain, a
first order controls a simple 5 bit string DAC. If a higher
frequency reference clock or a DAC quantizer with more bits
is used, then the VCO analog tuning range can be increased
without degrading output phase noise. An alterative approach
would be to implement a fully digitally controlled oscillator,
such as presented in [17]. The programmable divider is based
on the modular architecture presented in [18], where each of

Fig. 13. Overview of analog section.

Fig. 14. Output buffer.

the 2/3 divider cells is identical. The divider division ratio can
be set from 8 to 15. An overview of the DAC and VCO is shown
in Fig. 13. Each DAC draws 1.4 mA from the 1.4 V supply, and
the VCO draws approximately 2 mA. The digital auto-route,
which includes all of digital except the divider, consumes ap-
proximately 6 mW.

The design of even simple output buffers in very low head-
room processes is not trivial. If a source follower were used, then
enough headroom would be required for both the signal swing
and the of the MOS devices. In this work a simple output
buffer is used, which requires little headroom, and sets the DC
value of the output node automatically, without requiring com-
plex common mode feedback circuitry. The buffer is shown in
Fig. 14. At DC, the buffer acts a current source driving current
into a diode connected load. In this way the DC point of the
output will be approximately , which will be
close to for this process. On the other hand, at high fre-
quencies, the buffer acts as a push-pull amplifier. The DC values
at the input and output of the buffer are not important, as both
input and output are ac coupled.

The prototype transmitter is implemented in 0.13 m mixed-
mode CMOS and occupies an active area of 0.7 mm , and a
total area of 2 mm including pads. The layout of the prototype
is shown in Fig. 15. It is worth noting that even though many
of the analog components have been removed, the area is still
dominated by the area of the remaining analog blocks. The dig-
ital auto-routed logic takes up 0.075 mm , a small fraction of
the overall area, despite dominating the architecture shown in
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Fig. 15. Micrograph.

Fig. 16. Modulation spectrum.

Fig. 12. This demonstrates the area savings that can be achieved
by going from an analog dominated architecture to a digital
dominated architecture.

V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The prototype consumes 14 mW from a 1.4 V supply. Fig. 16
shows the measured output spectrums for a pure synthesized
tone and for random data with an FSK data modulation rate of
927.5 kbits/s. Fig. 8 shows the measured phase noise.

The VCO was originally intended to operate in the 2.4 GHz
ISM band. However, due to process variation, the maximum
VCO frequency was 2.24 GHz, even considering the digital
tuning capacitors. Fig. 17 shows a trellis diagram of the mea-
sured output phase. In this measurement various random data
patterns are applied to the FPLL, and the corresponding phase
change at the output is measured, and overlaid. As can be seen,
the phase changes direction instantaneously, which is the equiv-
alent to the frequency changing instantaneously. Even with a
loop bandwidth of 142 kHz, a data rate of 927.5 kb/s is still pos-
sible. Without the new switching scheme the data rate would be
restricted to a fraction of the loop bandwidth.

In this work, two techniques are proposed and demonstrated.
First, a digital phase detector allows a significant portion of the
analog circuitry required in a FPLL to be replaced with digital

Fig. 17. Trellis diagram of phase output.

equivalents. In addition, a new technique has been developed
which allows for frequency modulation at a rate significantly
faster rate than the loop bandwidth. As transistor gate length
continues to scale down, design of analog circuitry will become
even more challenging, while the area and power costs of digital
circuits continues to decrease. Techniques such as the ones pre-
sented here will become crucial in order to move from analog
dominated circuitry to digital circuitry.
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